I. INTRODUCTION
As the video conferencing and teleconferencing markets mature, these applications are experiencing strong market and user pressure toward support of superwideband audio quality.
In video conferencing applications, there is already a strong market trend toward 14 kHz audio as an improvement on 7 kHz wideband audio provided with G.722 [1] and G.722.1 [2] . Despite the relatively small amount of energy above 7 kHz in human speech, the additional octave of bandwidth represents a very significant improvement in the subjective quality and "naturalness" of speech applications (such as video conferencing), and of course is very important for music reproduction. Low complexity is especially important in video conferencing applications, as the encoding of video is extremely compute-intensive. This is becoming more challenging despite faster processors, as video resolution expectations are rapidly rising from CIF (Common Intermediate Format, 100k pixels) to full SD (Standard Definition, typically 400k pixels), to HD (High Definition, up to 2M pixels). At the same time, the average price of video systems has been dropping dramatically, putting more pressure on system cost. A simple audio coding algorithm can free cycles for video coding and other audio signal processing.
Teleconferencing/speakerphone applications share most of the audio characteristics of video conferences. Since the price of speakerphones, which lack the relatively expensive cameras and displays of video systems, is very sensitive to the cost of the DSP chip, the market success of super-wideband speakerphones will greatly benefit from a low-complexity coding algorithm. In this market, 7 kHz wideband capability is increasingly commonly offered, and the same market pressures that led to super-wideband (usually 14 kHz) audio for video conferencing are expected to drive speakerphones in the same direction soon. Some existing systems (mostly for IP on LANs) send uncompressed samples to avoid DSP cost, while others use proprietary compression algorithms, often of such complexity that they can be sold only at the very highest end of the market.
The urgency of the market need for such an audio coding standard was illustrated by products already in the market in 2004, from an increasing number of vendors, which offered super-wideband audio using noninteroperable proprietary schemes.
Without a standardized low-complexity codec, full interoperability with low-cost devices can be difficult (requiring transcoding) or impossible.
At the June 2004 meeting of ITU-T Q.10/SG16, Polycom, Inc. proposed that ITU-T should standardize a low-complexity super-wideband audio codec [3] and submitted its Siren14 TM codec, a doubled form of the algorithm of G.722.1, to ITU-T as a candidate [4] . The Siren14 TM codec met all the requirements in the subjective tests for the Qualification phase in November 2004 [5] and for the Characterization phase in March 2005 [6] [7] , respectively. At the April 2005 meeting of ITU-T WP3/SG16, Siren14
TM was adopted as ITU-T Recommendation G.722.1 Annex C [8] and became the first super-wideband audio coding standard of ITU-T.
In this paper, we first review the main body of ITU-T Recommendation G. The main body of ITU-T Recommendation G.722.1 was approved by ITU-T as an international standard in 1998 and describes a wideband coding algorithm that provides an audio bandwidth of 50 Hz to 7 kHz, operating at a bit rate of 24 kbit/s or 32 kbit/s [2] . In this section, we will review the algorithm of the main body of ITU-T G.722.1.
The codec is based on transform coding [9] , using a Modulated Lapped Transform (MLT) [10] and operates on frames of 20 ms corresponding to 320 samples at a 16 kHz sampling rate. Because the transform window length is 640 samples and a 50 per cent overlap is used between frames, the effective look-ahead buffer size is 320 samples. Hence the total algorithmic delay of the coder is 40 ms. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the encoder. We describe the encoding principle as follows.
A. Encoder

Modulated Lapped Transform (MLT):
The MLT performs a frequency spectrum analysis on audio samples and converts the samples from the time domain into a frequency domain representation. Every 20 ms the most recent 640 audio samples are fed to the MLT and are transformed into a frame of 320 transform coefficients centered at 25 
where x(n) are audio samples and mlt(m) the MLT transform coefficients.
The MLT can be decomposed into a window-overlapadd operation followed by a type IV Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). The window-overlap-add operation is performed as follows:
Combining v(n) with a type IV DCT, the resulting expression for the MLT is given by
Region Power Quantization and Coding: The MLT transform coefficients are divided into 16 regions, each having 20 transform coefficients. Thus, each region represents a bandwidth of 500 Hz. As the bandwidth is 7 kHz, only the 14 lowest regions, r 0 -r 13 , are used. The 40 MLT transform coefficients representing frequencies above 7 kHz are ignored. The region power or spectrum energy is determined for each of the 14 regions. The region power is defined as the root-mean-square (rms) value of the MLT transform coefficients in the region and is computed as , where i is an integer in the range [-8, 31 ]. The quantization index for the lowest frequency region, rms_index(0), is further constrained to the range [1, 31] .
The region power in the lowest frequency region, rms(0), is quantized with 5 bits and the quantization index rms_index(0) is directly transmitted.
The quantization indices of the remaining 13 regions are differentially coded against the last highest-numbered region as
and then Huffman coded with a variable number of bits. The region power code bits are transmitted in order from the lowest frequency region to the highest. The region power quantization and coding module shown in Fig. 1 also produces the corresponding bit count for the categorization procedure described below.
Categorization: A categorization consists of one assignment for each of the 14 regions. In other words, for each of 14 regions, a categorization assigns one of the 8 categories. Using the quantized region power indices and the number of bits remaining in the frame, the categorization procedure generates 16 possible categorizations to determine the parameters used to quantize and code the MLT transform coefficients. Each categorization consists of a set of 14 "category" assignments, one assignment for each of the 14 regions. The category assigned to a region defines the quantization and coding parameters such as quantization step size, dead zone, vector dimension, and variable bitlength code for that region and also an expected total number of bits for representing the quantized MLT transform coefficients in the region. There are 8 categories: category 0 through category 7. Category 0 has the smallest quantization step size and uses the most bits. Category 7 has only one quantization output value, set to "0". The expected number of bits for each category is statistically determined and given in TABLE I. In the categorization procedure, only one of the 16 possible categorizations is selected to quantize the MLT transform coefficients. For each frame 4 categorization control bits are used to indicate the selected categorization and are transmitted to the decoder as side information.
After encoding the region powers, the number of available bits used for quantization of MLT coefficients, N b , is obtained as follows:
N b = total bits per frame -region power code bits -categorization control bits.
If N b is larger than 320, the estimated number of available bits, N est , is adjusted as
With this adjustment, N est is always less than N b so to provide head room in the categorization process. The categorization procedure begins by computing an initial categorization with an integer offset. For any offset in the range of -32 to 31, the assignment of categories is given by
where 0 ≤ category(r) < 8, r is the region index, MAX(a, b) returns the largest value between a and b, and MIN(a, b) returns the smallest value between a and b.
The expected total number of MLT code bits, N code , is computed as follows:
where expected_bits_table(i), i=0, 1, …, 7, is the expected number of bits for each category given in TABLE I. The offset value is then adjusted until the largest offset found satisfies the following
Once the initial categorization is found, 15 other categorizations are derived by adjusting the category in one region per categorization. More precisely, for each new categorization the category is adjusted in only one region relative to the previous categorization. The remaining categorizations are computed as follows:
where r is the region index, MAX(a, b) returns the largest value between a and b, and 
6) If a categorization with a larger expected number of bits is required, the lowest frequency region for which the category is not already 0 and s(r) is at least as small as for any other region is found. The category for this region is reduced by one in max_category(r). Then the expected number of bits for this new categorization is re-computed and max_bits is set equal to it. If a categorization with a smaller expected number of bits is needed, the highest frequency region for which the category is not already 7 and s(r) is at least as large as for any other region is found. The category for this region is increased by one in min_category(r). Then the expected number of bits for this new categorization is re-computed and min_bits is set equal to it.
In this way, 16 unique categorizations are produced and can be ordered according to their expected number of bits. Categorization 0 has the largest expected number of bits and categorization 15 the smallest. Each categorization is the same as its adjacent categorization, except in one region where the category entry will differ by one.
Scalar Quantized Vector Huffman Coding:
MLT transform coefficients in categories 0 through 6 are normalized, scalar quantized, combined into vectors, and Huffman coded in the Scalar Quantized Vector Huffman Coding (SQVH) module shown in Fig. 1 . As regions assigned a category 7 are quantized to "0", they are not allocated any bits for transmission.
For each region assigned a category 0 though category 6, the MLT transform coefficients are first separated into sign and magnitude (absolute value) parts. Then the magnitude parts of the MLT transform coefficients are normalized by the quantized region power, qrms, and scalar quantized with dead zone expansion. The dead zone is defined as the region in which the MLT transform coefficients are quantized to "0" [11] . The quantization indices, k, are given by The resulting quantization indices are combined into vector indices. The properties of the vectors are defined in TABLE III with the following abbreviations:
vd which is the number of distinct vectors The set of scalar values, k, correspond to a unique vector identified by an index as follows:
where n represents the n th vector in the region r and j is the index to the j th value of k in a given vector in the region r.
The vector indices are then Huffman coded, i.e. they are coded with a variable number of bits. The most frequent vector indices require fewer bits than the less frequent vector indices. The number of bits required to represent a vector with index vector_index(n) for a given category 0 through category 6 is provided by the SQVH bit-count tables mlt_sqvh_bitcount_category_0[] to mlt_sqvh_bitcount_category_6[], which are not given in this paper due to their sizes but can be found in [2] . The corresponding code word entries are given in the SQVH code tables mlt_svqh_code_category_0[] to mlt_svqh_code_category_6[] that also can be found in [2] as the SQVH bit-count tables. These bit counts are then summed together with the count of sign bits to determine the total number of bits required to represent the quantized MLT transform coefficients of this region with this category.
For each of the 16 possible categorizations, the total number of bits actually required to represent the frame is computed. This includes the bits used to represent the quantized region powers, the 4 categorization control bits, and the bits needed for the SQVH coding of the MLT transform coefficients. From those categorizations which yield bit totals that fit within the allotment, the categorization with the lowest index is selected. If no categorization yields a bit total that fits within the allotment, the categorization that comes closest (normally categorization15) is selected.
Then, code bits are transmitted until the allotment for the frame is exhausted. It may happen that the number of bits required by the encoder to represent one 20 ms frame of audio is less than the allowed number of bits per frame (480 or 640 bits, depending on the bit-rate mode). In this case the remaining unused bits at the end of the bit stream sequence are all set to "1".
The vector indices are coded in accordance with the variable bit-length codes defined in the SQVH bit-count and SQVH code tables mentioned above. The sign bits corresponding to the non-zero MLT transform coefficients of each vector immediately follow the respective vector index code. Both vector index code bits and sign bits are transmitted in spectral frequency order from lowest to highest.
Bit Stream:
The bit stream is transmitted on the channel in 3 parts: region power code bits, 4 categorization control bits, and then SQVH code bits for MLT transform coefficients. While the number of bits in a frame is fixed, except for the categorization control bits parameter, all other parameters are represented with a variable number of bits. Fig. 2 illustrates the format of the bit stream and the order of the transmitted parameter fields. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the decoder. The data received at the decoder is demultiplexed into region power code bits, categorization control bits, and SQVH code bits for MLT transform coefficients.
B. Decoder
Region Power Decoding and Reconstruction: For every frame, the first 5 bits of the bit stream are decoded to obtain the quantized region power index rms_index(0). Then, for regions 1 through 13, the variable bit-length codes for differential indices differential_rms_index(r) are decoded and the quantization indices for these region powers are reconstructed as follows:
Categorization: After decoding the region powers, the number of bits available for representing the MLT transform coefficients is calculated as (8) . Using the same categorization procedure as the encoder, the set of 16 possible categorizations computed by the encoder are reconstructed. The 4 categorization control bits indicate which categorization was used to encode the MLT transform coefficients, and consequently is also used by the decoder. Reconstruction of MLT Coefficients: For each region, the variable bit-length codes representing the MLT vectors are decoded according to the SQVH bit-count and SQVH code tables mentioned in Section A for the appropriate category. The individual MLT transform coefficient quantization indices, k, in a region are recovered from the vector index, vector_index(n), as follows: (18) where i = (n + 1)vd − j − 1, kmax = maximum value of k for a given category as shown in TABLE II,
 
x indicates taking the greatest integer value less than or equal to x, and mod denotes modulo operation.
The reconstruction of the MLT transform coefficients uses the centroids given in TABLE IV. The MLT coefficient amplitudes are reconstructed by computing the product of the region power in the region of interest and the centroid specified by the decoded vector index. Non-zero values have their signs set according to the sign bit. The 40 MLT transform coefficients representing frequencies above 7 kHz are set to "0".
No MLT transform coefficient amplitudes are encoded for regions assigned category 7. For categories 5 and 6 the quantization step sizes are so large that most MLT transform coefficients are coded as "0". To avoid audible artifacts, the decoder reproduces these MLT transform coefficients using "noise-fill" [12] [13] for which these 0's are replaced with values of random sign and amplitude proportional to the region power for the region. The noise-fill proportionality constants are given in TABLE V. 
Inverse Modulated Lapped Transform (IMLT):
The reconstructed MLT transform coefficients are converted into time domain audio samples by an Inverse MLT (IMLT). Each IMLT operation takes in 320 MLT transform coefficients to produce 320 audio samples. The IMLT can be decomposed into a type IV DCT followed by a window-overlap-add operation.
The type IV DCT is defined as
The window-overlap-add operation uses half of the samples from the current frame's DCT output with half of those from the previous frame's DCT output, u_old(n), as follows:
where w(n) is defined in (4). For the next frame, the so far unused half of the current frame's DCT output, u(n+160), is stored in u_old(n) as follows:
Frame Erasure Concealment: A frame erasure concealment procedure is incorporated into the decoder. When a frame is correctly received, the reconstructed MLT transform coefficients are stored in a buffer. If the decoder is informed that a frame has been lost or corrupted, it repeats the previous frame's reconstructed MLT transform coefficients. It proceeds by transforming them to the time domain and performing the windowoverlap-add operation. If the previous frame was also lost or corrupted, the decoder then sets all the MLT transform coefficients in the current frame to "0". 
C. Codec Complexity
A. Encoder
The specific differences in the G.722.1C encoding algorithm compared to the main body of G.722.1 are as follows:
• Double the MLT transform length from 320 to 640 samples • Double the number of frequency regions from 14 to 28 • Double the sizes of Huffman coding tables for encoding quantized region power indices • Double the threshold for adjusting the number of available bits from 320 to 640
In G.722.1C, the MLT transforms the newest 1280 audio samples into 640 transform coefficients as follows: (23) where x(n) are audio samples and mlt(m) the MLT transform coefficients. The MLT can be decomposed into a window-overlapadd operation followed by a type IV DCT. The windowoverlap-add operation is performed as follows:
where
Combining v(n) with a type IV DCT, the resulting expression for the MLT is given by For each region, the region power is computed, quantized, and coded using the same method as in the G.722.1 encoder. To encode the quantization indices of the 28 regions, the new Huffman coding tables are obtained by repeating the last row of the corresponding tables of G.722.1 fourteen times. These extended tables can be found in [8] .
In this 14 kHz mode, the threshold for adjusting the number of available bits is doubled to 640. If the number of available bits, N b , is larger than 640, the estimated number of available bits, N est , is adjusted as
Then, the categorization procedure and SQVH coding of the MLT transform coefficients are performed in the same way as G.722.1.
For G.722.1C, the total number of bits in a frame is 480, 640, or 960 bits, corresponding to the bit rates of 24, 32, and 48 kbit/s, respectively. The bit stream is transmitted in the same format and order as G.722.1.
B. Decoder
Following are the main changes in the G.722.1C decoder when compared to G.722.1.
• Double the number of frequency regions from 14 to 28 • Double the threshold for adjusting the number of available bits from 320 to 640 • Extend the centroid table used for reconstruction of MLT transform coefficients • Double the IMLT transform length from 320 to 640 samples As in the G.722.1 decoder, the first 5 bits of the bit stream are assembled into the quantized region power index rms_index(0). Then, the remaining 27 region powers are Huffman decoded and reconstructed.
The 4 categorization control bits are then decoded to determine which of the 16 possible categorizations was selected and transmitted by the encoder. Just as in the G.722.1 decoder, the categorization procedure uses the quantized region powers together with the number of bits remaining to be decoded in the current frame and computes the set of 16 possible categorizations. The remaining code bits in the frame represent the quantized MLT transform coefficients and they are decoded according to the category information for each region. To reconstruct the MLT transform coefficients for the 28 regions, the centroid given in TABLE IV are extended as shown in TABLE VII. For each region, the reconstructed MLT coefficient amplitudes are obtained by taking the product of the region power with the centroid specified by the decoded vector index. The signs of non-zero amplitudes are determined by the sign bits received. The 80 MLT transform coefficients representing frequencies above 14 kHz are set to "0". The same technique of noise-fill that the G.722.1 decoder uses is applied to category 5 through category 7.
After reconstruction of the MLT transform coefficients, they are transformed into 640 time domain audio samples by an IMLT, which can be decomposed into a type IV DCT followed by a window-overlap-add operation.
In G.722.1C, the type IV DCT is defined as
where w(n) is defined in (26). The unused half of the current frame's DCT output, u(n+320), is stored as u_old(n) for the next frame:
u_old(n) = u(n + 320), 0 ≤ n < 320. (32)
C. Codec Complexity
The computational complexity of G. [18] designed by the ITU-T Q7/SG12 Speech Quality Experts Group (SQEG). In this section, we summarize the subjective characterization test results. More details about test design and data analysis can be found in [6] [7] [ 18] [19] .
The characterization test was comprised of two phases: the first for speech quality, which is related to the main anticipated applications -video conferencing and teleconferencing, and the second with music and mixed content such as film trailers, news, jingles, and advertisements.
The experiments conducted in Phase 1 were divided into two main blocks:
• All experiments were performed under error-free conditions. In each phase a floating-point version of the MPEG-4 AAC-LD [18] [22] codec was used as the reference codec. The ITU-T requirement was that the G.722.1C codec in fixed-point be proven "not worse than the reference" with a 99% statistical confidence level [23] . In addition, for purposes of comparison the G.722.1C codec was also tested against the floating-point version V6.2.0 of the 3GPP eAAC+ [24] and AMR-WB+ [25] codecs at the rates of 24 and 32 kbit/s.
The subjective test results of Experiments 1 and 2 in Phase 1 [6] are summarized in TABLE XI and shown in Fig. 4-7 . Subjective speech quality was evaluated by test subjects on a five-point scale, corresponding to the categories: bad (1), poor (2), fair (3), good (4), and excellent (5) for the MOS rating and degradation very annoying (1), degradation annoying (2), degradation slightly annoying (3), degradation perceived but not annoying (4), and degradation not perceived or even some improvement (5) for the DMOS rating [18] . Statistical analysis of the results [6] The subjective test results of Experiment 3 in Phase 2 [7] are summarized in TABLE XII and shown in Fig. 8-10 . Subjective quality was evaluated by test subjects on a continuous scale from 0 to 100, corresponding to the categories: bad (0-20), poor , fair (40-60), good (60-80), and excellent (80-100) [18] . Statistical analysis of the results [7] showed that G.722.1C met all performance requirements. In Experiment 3, G.722.1C was better than MPEG-4 AAC-LD at all bit rates and G.722.1C at 48 kbit/s was also better than MPEG-4 AAC-LD operating at 64 kbit/s. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the 14 kHz audio coding algorithm and subjective characterization test results of ITU-T Recommendation G.722.1 Annex C. The G.722.1C algorithm is based on the same transform coding used in G.722.1. The differences between 7 kHz G.722.1 and the 14 kHz G.722.1C are a straightforward doubling of the algorithm. The G.722.1C codec features very high audio quality, extremely low computational complexity, and low algorithmic delay compared to other state-of-the-art audio coding codecs. Low complexity is critical for applications where other tasks such as video coding consume most of the available computing resources, or where low cost or low power consumption is important. The main intended application for this codec is videoconferencing and teleconferencing with open air microphones (including speakerphones). This codec can be also used for streaming audio over the Internet, and as a general-purpose super-wideband codec in many other applications. For purposes of evaluation, the executables and audio samples are available at http://polycom.com/Siren14/.
